
 
 

 

2022 NEW BRUNSWICK 
ANNUAL PRIZE MEET 

 

 

 

 

June 25 – June 26 

Batouche Range 

5 CDSB Gagetown 

New Brunswick 

 

https://rnbrafullboreblog.weebly.com 



Match fee $100, Juniors $55. One day fee $55. Individual Matches may be 

entered on a space-available basis for a $15 fee. 

 
Round Count: 118, not including shoot-offs, practice shots or foulers. 

 

Trophies & Awards 

Prize Match Name Match ID 

Trophy #33  

Prize $100 

G. Burge Match 

Prince of Wales Stage 2 

Match 2a 

Trophy #34 Prince of Wales Aggregate 2a, 2b, 2c 

Trophy #37 

Prize $200 

John Gibson Memorial 

Match 

Match 1 

Trophy #38 & Plaque  

Prize $100 

Alban Emery Match Match 3 

Coles Trophy #46 GG Stage 3 Match 4c 

Trophy #50 

Medals to DCRA members 

MacDonald Stewart Grand 

Aggregate 

Aggregate of all 

matches 

Trophy #81 Moe Norman Long Range Aggregate 2c, 4b, 4c 

Trophy #90 MacGillivray Mid-Range Aggregate 2b, 3, 4a 

Governor General Trophy 

Medals to NB residents 

Governor General Aggregate of 4a, 4b, 4c 

Prize money divided between classes proportionate to number of entries.  

 

Match Director: Mark McMullin 

Assistants: Laura & Nicole 

 

NB COVID-19 Guidelines 

Social distancing is encouraged. Masks and hand sanitizer will be available 

at the range.   



Safety 

Except when shooting, all rifles will have a chamber/blog flag inserted into 

the breach OR MUST have the bolt removed. Prior to removing a rifle from 

the firing point, it must be cleared by the Range Safety Officer before the 

chamber flag is inserted. No rifles to the line unless CRO gives permission. 

 

Food & Drink 

A light lunch will be provided. Anyone with food allergies is asked to 

mention it to the Match Director or range staff.  Water will be provided at 

the range. Consumption of alcohol or drugs is not allowed on the range. 

Smoking on the firing line is not allowed.  

 

Challenges & Protests 

All shooting and scoring appeals must first be made to the Match 

Director/Assistant on the firing line. If these cannot be resolved, a formal 

protest may be directed to the Match Committee (MC). This can be done 

verbally to one of the MC members. At the most convenient time, the MC 

will meet in private and discuss the issue. The MC will make a decision and 

inform all parties involved and the Match Director. If necessary, all 

competitors will be informed. 

 

The Match Committee will consist of a shooter from each province 

represented at the APM. 

 

The decisions of the Match Committee will be final unless either the 

committee or the competitor who made the original protest places the 

protest before the Executive of the NB Fullbore Section.  



Classes 

There will be three classes of shooting: TR, FTR and F-Open. TR and FTR 

must be shot with 5.56mm or 7.62mm. TR must use metallic sights and 

max bullet weight of 156gr. F-Open must be less than 8mm. There must be 

three registered shooters in a class for prizes to be awarded. 

 

Squadding 

Each shooter will be assigned a relay number. You will remain on that relay 

on Saturday, and switch to the other relay on Sunday. Squadding within a 

relay will be pre-assigned where possible. F-class shooters may 

occasionally shoot alongside TR shooters, in which case TR scores are 

recorded equal to the F-Class score +1.  

 

For the final stage of the Governor General’s match, the top scoring 

shooters (based on aggregate of the GG Stage 1 and Stage 2) will be 

squadded on the last relay in order. 

 

Targets 

Electronic targets will be used for all matches and tablets are required by 

all shooters. Technical assistance will be available. DCRA targets will be 

used, except F-Class will shoot on the ICFRA target at 800 and 900 meters. 

At 300m, all shooters must raise their elevation 3MOA. The target is 

adjusted below center so that the sighting center is not shot out. Normal 

elevations will be applied at all other ranges.  

 
 

 

 

Connect to WiFi network “ShotMarker” 

Open any web browser and go to address: 192.168.100.1  



Scorecards & Scoring 

Dedicated scorekeepers (competitors not shooting that relay) will be used 

and will be squadded in advance. All scorekeepers are responsible for 

recording scores fairly and accurately. Scorecards need to be reviewed and 

signed by both the shooter and the scorekeeper. Any discrepancies will be 

reviewed and dealt with as soon as possible. The signed scorecard is the 

official record. 
 

E-Targets are to be cleared by either the Match Director or Assistant only. 

Targets will be cleared after the number of shots on the paper scorecards 

are confirmed with the electronic record. Any discrepancy noted when 

completing a string should attempt to be resolved prior to competitors 

leaving the firing line.  
 

Spare clipboards, chairs, pens and tablets will be available for 

scorekeepers.  

 

Tie Breaking 

Shoot-offs will be used to break ties in the overall aggregate of the Prince 

of Wales and the Governor General's matches only. Ties in other matches 

will be determined by:  

1) Highest score at the longest ranges 

2) Countback of the shots on score starting with the last shot fired 

3) Highest number of converted sighters 

 

Foulers 

On the first match of each day only, fouling shots will be allowed. Fouling 

shots must be shot into the backstop between targets. Any shots hitting 

the target will be scored. 



Match Procedures 

 

Shots that miss the target within 2-3 feet will be recorded as a zero and a 

message will be displayed in the e-target that a shot missed the target. The 

position of the shot will not be displayed. 
 

If you shoot and nothing shows up on the e-target: 

Call over the MD/Assistant; they will look for a cross-fire or a miss. A score 

of 0 is recorded. If the cross-fire/miss is not confirmed, the MD/Assistant 

may allow the competitor to take a provisional shot, which will be noted 

on the scorecard just above the 0. After the relay is over, the competitor 

may protest the 0 score and the Match Committee will investigate. Do not 

sign your scorecard if you intend to protest your score. At the Match 

Committee’s discretion, the e-target record may be reviewed. The Match 

Committee may rule that the 0 score stands or that the provisional shot 

becomes on record instead. 
 

Provisional shots are not limited to one per relay per shooter, but are at 

the sole discretion of the MD/Assistant. If the MD/Assistant determines a 

provisional shot is not warranted (e.g., if there is an obvious cross-fire on 

another target) and the competitor disagrees, they may protest the 

MD/Assistant’s decision after the relay is over.  
 

A competitor who misses the target with four consecutive shots, including 

sighters, must retire until the other competitor on the same target has 

finished. They may then complete their own series with no further sighters. 

  

Coaching is not permitted.  

 

  



 
 

PLEASE BE READY TO SHOOT WHEN YOUR RELAY IS CALLED FORWARD. 

 

Matches allotted approximately 5 minutes prep time plus 45 seconds per shot. 

Schedule is a guideline only. Start times may be later or earlier throughout the 

day.   

Saturday June 25 

8:00 am Range Gate Open 
8:30 am Registration at RNBRA Trailer 
9:30 am Welcome & Safety Briefing  

at 300m firing point 
10:00 am Match 1: John Gibson Memorial Match 

2+10 @ 300m 
11:20 am Match 2a: Prince of Wales 1st Stage 

T. Eric Snow Match 
2+7 @ 300m 

12:40 pm Break (fallback to 600m) 
1:00 pm Match 2b: Prince of Wales 2nd Stage 

G. Burge Match 
2+10 @ 600m 

2:20 pm  Match 3: Alban Emery Match 
2+15 @ 600m 

3:40 pm  Match 4a: Governor General 1st Stage 
Al Lockett Match 
2+15 @ 600m 



 

 
 

PLEASE BE READY TO SHOOT WHEN YOUR RELAY IS CALLED FORWARD. 

 

Matches allotted approximately 5 minutes prep time plus 45 seconds per shot. 

Schedule is a guideline only. Start times may be later or earlier throughout the 

day.  

 

*Competitors have 15 minutes for the examination of results and to initiate 

challenges. 

Sunday June 26 

8:30 am Range Gate Open & Registration at 
RNBRA Trailer for Sunday Matches 

9:30 am Welcome & Safety Briefing  
at 800m firing point 

10:00 am Match 2c: Prince of Wales 3rd Stage 
2+15 @ 800m 

11:30 am Break (fallback to 900m) 
11:45 am Match 4b: Governor General 2nd Stage 

Andy Gunter Match 
2+15 @ 900m 

1:15 pm  Match 4c: Governor General 3rd Stage 
2+15 @ 900m 

3:00 pm Results Posted & Challenge Period* 
Award Presentation at RNBRA Trailer 


